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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, Bitcoin has garnered significant attention from a diverse range of individuals, 

including academic researchers and trade investors. Bitcoin is widely recognized as the first and 

preeminent cryptocurrency in existence. Since its inception in 2009, the trading system of Bitcoin has 

gained significant popularity across diverse demographics due to its decentralized nature and the 

notable price fluctuations associated with the cryptocurrency. This article introduces a viable model 

for accurately forecasting the market price of Bitcoin through the utilization of several statistical 

analysis. The study was conducted using a dataset spanning five and a half years of bitcoin data, 

specifically from 2015 to 2020. The analysis employed a time series analysis technique known as the 

autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model. Moreover, it is also subjected to 

comparison with an established machine learning technique known as the linear regression (LR) 

model. The extensive prediction results demonstrate that the ARIMA model, when compared to the LR 

model, exhibits greater performance in determining short-term volatility in the weighted costs of 

bitcoin. 
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 I. INTRODUCTION 

Bitcoin, which is widely regarded as the most valuable cryptocurrency globally, is actively traded on 

more than 40 exchanges across the globe, facilitating transactions in over 30 diverse currencies [1]. 

According to the data provided by https://www.blockchain.info/, the present market capitalization of 

the subject in question amounts to 9 billion USD. Additionally, it witnesses a daily occurrence of 

more than 250,000 transactions. Bitcoin, being a form of currency, presents a unique prospect for 

price forecasting owing to its relatively recent inception and consequent instability, surpassing that of 

traditional fiat currencies [2]. In addition, its open nature sets it apart from typical fiat currencies, as 

comprehensive data on cash transactions or the amount of money in circulation for fiat currencies is 

not readily available. Extensive study has been conducted on the prediction of mature financial 

markets, including the stock market (3, 4). Bitcoin demonstrates a noteworthy analogy in that it 

represents a time series prediction challenge within a market that is still in its transitional phase. The 

effectiveness of traditional time series prediction approaches, such as Holt-Winters exponential 

smoothing models, is contingent upon linear assumptions and the availability of data that can be 

decomposed into trend, seasonal, and noise components [5]. This particular methodology is more 

suited for tasks that include sales forecasting, particularly when there are seasonal impacts at play. 

Despite the significant fluctuations in Bitcoin prices, particularly observed during 2015 and early 

2020, and the substantial growth in the market capitalization, criticisms regarding illicit activities and 

social concerns, the cryptocurrency has garnered considerable interest from investors, including 

China, which perceives it as an investment opportunity [6]. Moreover, researchers within the 

scientific community have also directed their attention towards studying and comprehending the 

Bitcoin market with the aim of predicting its value. Significantly, the conclusion of the year 2017 

witnessed a substantial surge in the value of bitcoin, rendering it highly sought-after. During this 

period, the price of one bitcoin reached a noteworthy sum of 1600 US dollars [7]. Hence, the 

examination of financial data to forecast future bitcoin prices has consistently been a significant area 

of scholarly inquiry, exerting both direct and indirect influence on the global economy. The 
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ineffectiveness of these strategies for this purpose can be attributed to the absence of seasonality un 

the Bitcoin market and its significant volatility. Due to the intricate nature of the problem at hand, 

machine learning emerges as a compelling technological option, according to its shown efficacy in 

analogous domains. Therefore, this article employs a time series analysis to ascertain the pattern of 

bitcoin price fluctuations and predict the closing price for next days. Additionally, it evaluates the 

effectiveness of the ARIMA model in capturing the behavior of the time series. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Research on predicting the price of Bitcoin using machine learning algorithms specifically is lacking. 

[8] implemented a latent source model as developed by [9] to predict the price of Bitcoin noting 89% 

return in 50 days with a Sharpe ratio of 4.1. There has also been work using text data from social 

media platforms and other sources to predict Bitcoin prices. [10] investigated sentiment analysis using 

support vector machines coupled with the frequency of Wikipedia views, and the network hash rate. 

[11] investigated the relationship between Bitcoin price, tweets, and views for Bitcoin on Google 

Trends. [12] implemented a similar methodology except instead of predicting Bitcoin price they 

predicted trading volume using Google Trends views. However, one limitation of such studies is the 

often small sample size, and propensity for misinformation to spread through various (social) media 

channels such as Twitter or on message boards such as Reddit, which artificially inflate/deflate prices 

[13]. In the Bitcoin exchanges liquidity is considerably limited. As a result, the market suffers from a 

greater risk of manipulation. For this reason, sentiment from social media is not considered further. 

[14] analyzed the Bitcoin Blockchain to predict the price of Bitcoin using SVM and ANN reporting 

price direction accuracy of 55% with a regular ANN. They concluded that there was limited 

predictability in Blockchain data alone. [15] also used Blockchain data, implementing SVM, Random 

Forests and Binomial GLM (generalized linear model) noting prediction accuracy of over 97% 

however without cross validating their models limiting the generalizability of their results. Wavelets 

have also been utilized to predict Bitcoin prices, with [16], [17] noting positive correlations between 

search engine views, network hash rate and mining difficulty with Bitcoin price. Building on these 

findings, data from the Blockchain, namely hash rate and difficulty are included in the analysis along 

with data from the major exchanges provided by CoinDesk. Predicting the price of Bitcoin can be 

considered analogous to other financial time series prediction tasks such as forex and stock prediction. 

Several bodies of research have implemented the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) for stock price 

prediction [4] [18]. However, the MLP only analyses one observation at a time [19]. In contrast, the 

output from each layer in a recurrent neural network is stored in a context layer to be looped back in 

with the output from the next layer. In this sense, the network gains a memory of sorts as opposed to 

the MLP. The length of the network is known as the temporal window length [20] notes that the 

temporal relationship of the series is explicitly modelled by the internal states contributing 

significantly to model effectiveness 

III. METHODOLOGY 

3.1. LR model 

The prediction of crypto currency using LR model based on the bitcoin datasets on the data and prices 

as the feature list are inputs and target list are predicted values. This model is feasible to some extend 

for the prediction of the crypto currency.  

Disadvantages 

Using Linear Regression algorithm gives less approximate prediction compared to time series 

Algorithm in the proposed model in the project. As well the feature list and target list fitted into the 

algorithm gives less predictions compared to the time series, Comparatively Linear regression 

performs poorly when there are non-linear relationships. They are not naturally flexible enough to 

capture more complex patterns and adding the right interaction terms or polynomials can be tricky and 

time-consuming. 
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3.2. ARIMA model 

To fit ARIMA models to any time series data, the most important condition is that the dataset has to 

be consistent. In this paper, we have mainly focused on to create a consistent time series dataset and 

then predict the future Bitcoin closing price according to the nature of previous data. We collected the 

dataset from CoinDesk [10] which contains daily market capital, volume in transactions, opening and 

closing price of bitcoin in USD from July 2015 to February 2020. 

 

Figure 1: Decomposition of the Bitcoin time series data. 

3.3. Feature Engineering and Feature Evaluation  

Feature engineering is the art of extracting useful patterns from data to make it easier for machine 

learning models to perform their predictions. It can be considered one of the most important parts of 

the data mining process to achieve good results in prediction tasks. Several papers in recent years 

have included indicators including the simple moving average (SMA) for machine learning 

classification tasks. An example of an appropriate technical indicator is a SMA recording the average 

price over the previous x days and is correspondingly included. To evaluate which features to include, 

Boruta (a wrapper built around the random forest classification algorithm) was used. This is an 

ensemble method in which classification is performed by voting of multiple classifiers. The algorithm 

works on a similar principle as the random forest classifier. It adds randomness to the model and 

collects results from the ensemble of randomized samples to evaluate attributes and provides a clear 

view on which attributes are important. All features were deemed important to the model based on the 

random forest, with 5 day and 10 days (via SMA) the highest importance among the tested averages. 

The de-noised closing price was one of the most important variables also.  

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1. Autocorrelation 

Autocorrelation is a measurement of the inter connection inside a time series. It is a method for 

estimating and clarifying interior relationship between perceptions in a time series analysis [13]. 

According to the concept of autocorrelation, if the first element is closely related to the second, and 

the second to the third, then the first element must also be somewhat related to the third one. 
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Autocorrelation function (ACF) helps to determine the order of moving average (MA) model in the 

dataset. Starting from 0, the lag after which the ACF stops crossing the significance bound (red 

dashed line), is the order of the MA model. If the ACF does not cross the significance bound in the 

first lag, but does so in case of later lags, then we assume that order of MA is 0. In our paper, 

autocorrelation has been used for checking randomness in the data set. This randomness is ascertained 

by computing autocorrelations for data values at varying time lags. Calculating the order of 

parameters, autocorrelation helps to determine the optimal solution for a dataset. 

 

Figure 2. Data flow of proposed time series analysis model. 

4.2. Model Selection 

We have applied time series models Autoregressive integrated moving average model (ARIMA), 

Autoregressive model (AR) and Moving average model (MA) in our processed dataset and plotted the 

resultant graph. Based on the accuracy of the models, we have chosen ARIMA to predict Bitcoin 

price as our data fitted well in it. Figure 2 indicates the data flow of our time series model. Historical 

data is collected and stationarized. According to autocorrelation and partial auto-correlation graphs, 

randomness due to time lags is determined and the dataset has been fit in ARIMA/AR/MA model 

with all available features. Then our model has correlated the day wise closing price with other 

features such as market capital and volume in transactions which are in the dataset and has found out 

the pattern of forecasting method that fit more precisely. Then the prediction models make a 

prediction of next consecutive 4 months bitcoin price and user evaluate the result with the actual price 

of bitcoin that has been previously stored in CSV file. After calculating the accuracy user can find the 

best model for price prediction of Bitcoin for the given dataset. 
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V. EVALUATION 

Evaluation enables us to test the model against the information that has never been utilized for the 

training. We have tried to use several different models and compare their results in this paper. These 

results were obtained using the following hardware: 4-core CPU, 16 GB RAM and by fitting each 

model ten times with different random states. We have analyzed the price of Bitcoin with respect to 

the US Dollar using some of the popular time-series models ARIMA, and LR model and then 

forecasted the Bitcoin price in USD for the next consecutive 4 months. As we have dataset till January 

2020 and bitcoin price has been quite unstable at that time, we have chosen to predict the 4 months 

bitcoin price and have kept the remained unstable data to fit our model for better prediction with an 

appropriate accuracy. 

 

Fig 2: bit coin prediction over years 

 

Fig. 3: Bit coin actual and prediction analysis over years. 
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Fig. 4: Time series analysis of bit coin. 

 

Fig. 5: Bit coin test and prediction analysis over years. 

 

Fig. 6: Bit coin train, test, and prediction analysis over years. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this work, we have contributed in financial market area by enabling the investors to figure out how 

to dissect Bitcoin information and furthermore to utilize that learning to predict the future bitcoin 

price movement. This article represented consecutive next 4 months bitcoin price forecasting method 

using time series analysis model named ARIMA. After the analysis, finally we have found that 
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ARIMA model performance is superior as compared to LR model. In future, prediction of 

cryptocurrency can be done by implementing more effective deep learning frameworks like LST, 

RNN and CNN instead of machine learning and time series analysis models. 
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